Modelling the Transport and Kinetics of Electroenzymes at the Electrode/Solution Interface
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Abstract: The solution phase transport and direct electrode kinetics of electro-enzymes are described in terms of a simple model in which the steady state reaction/diffusion equation for enzyme is solved subject to physically realistic boundary conditions. Two physically realizable situations are described: the semi infinite and the membrane bounded case. Limiting expressions for the reaction flux are derived and the kinetic possibilities discussed geometrically in terms of kinetic case diagrams.
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Introduction

Bioelectronics is a rapidly growing field at the junction of chemistry, biochemistry and physics [1-9]. The ‘bottom up’ development of new biosensors is one of the principal components of this emergent subject area. A biosensor device combines the exquisite selectivity of biology with the processing power of modern microelectronics to offer powerful new analytical tools with major applications in medicine, environmental diagnostics and in the food and processing industries. Biosensors consist of a biological receptor microstructure in which there is a specific molecular interaction between the receptor and the target analyte species (the substrate). This receptor structure is coupled to an electronic transducer which converts the chemical/biochemical activity into electrical signals which can be amplified, stored, displayed and manipulated.

In the present paper we focus attention on amperometric biosensor systems which utilize redox enzymes such as the flavoprotein glucose oxidase (β-D-glucose:oxygen 1-oxido-reductase, EC 1.1.3.4) [10,11]. The redox centers of many enzymes are electrically insulated by thick protein or glycoprotein shells which serve to prevent direct electrical communication between the redox center of the enzyme...
and the detector electrode during amperometric detection. For enzymes such as glucose oxidase with buried redox centers, diffusing redox mediators such as ferrocene/ferricinium derivatives and the \( \text{O}_2 / \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) redox pair have been used to shuttle electrons between the enzyme redox site and the detector electrode. This methodology has received considerable attention.

However the direct non-diffusive mediation between a buried redox site and an electrode is also attractive because of the inherent simplicity associated with the configuration. Consequently, in the present paper we examine the situation where the redox enzyme is chemically modified by covalent attachment of an electron relay species \( \text{R} \) to the outer protein sheath (figure 1) via long and flexible spacer chains. The relay groups are distributed randomly over the outer surface of the protein sheath. In this way the enzyme is made directly electroactive, and can communicate electrically with the detector electrode. The latter is termed an electroenzyme.

**Figure 1.** Schematic representation of ‘electro-enzymes’ indicating how tethered redox mediators can exchange electrons with the enzyme catalytic site buried within the protein sheath. This electron transfer may occur via unimolecular intramolecular or via bimolecular intermolecular mechanisms as indicated.

Substituted ferrocenes have been attached via flexible spacers of various lengths to glucose oxidase [12,13], and the attached mediator species is believed to act as electronic ‘stepping stones’, allowing electrons to be transferred from the flavin site to the electrode in several short steps, instead of one large step. It has been shown [12] that the length of the spacer chain is of considerable importance in determining the efficiency of electronic communication between relay site and redox site and between the relay site and the detector electrode surface. Communication is effective when the chains are long (> 10 bonds) but not when the chains are short (< 5 bonds). A peripherally attached redox mediator may accept electrons through either a unimolecular intramolecular or a bimolecular intermolecular
process. The unimolecular intramolecular mechanism has been shown to predominate when the relay site is attached to the redox enzyme via long flexible spacer chains.

The chemical modification of redox proteins with synthetic electron transfer mediators is always accompanied by the partial degradation of the native biocatalyst. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the electrical contact is enhanced on increasing the mediator loading on the protein surface since electron transfer distances are thereby shortened. For glucose oxidase for example the optimum ET mediator loading is 12-13 ferrocene units per enzyme molecule [13]. However, the rate constant for ET between the FAD site and the nearest electron relay group is ca. 0.9 s\(^{-1}\) which is much lower than that recorded for ET to the native di-oxygen acceptor (typically 5 \(\times\) 10\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\)) [11].

In the present paper we present a simple mathematical model which will describe the transport and reaction kinetics of electroenzymes at the electrode/solution interface. The pertinent reaction/diffusion equations will be developed and solved analytically to provide approximate expressions for the steady state amperometric response [14,15].

**Direct reaction of redox enzymes at electrodes**

We consider the following kinetic model:

\[
E_\text{ox} + S \xrightarrow{k_1} E_\text{red} + P
\]

\[
E_\text{red} \xrightarrow{k_2} E_\text{ox}
\]

where the enzyme/substrate reaction occurs in solution and is described in terms of the well known Michaelis-Menten kinetic mechanism involving formation of intermediate adduct species:

\[
E_\text{ox} + S \xrightleftharpoons[k_{-1}]{k_3} [E_\text{ox} S] \xrightarrow{k_2} [E_\text{red} P] \xrightarrow[k_{-3}]{k_3} E_\text{red} + P
\]

Note that the pseudo first order rate constant \(k_E\) describing the reaction between the substrate and the catalytically active oxidised form of the enzyme is given by [13-15]:

\[
k_E = \frac{k_c s^\infty}{K_M + s^\infty}
\]

where \(s^\infty\) denotes the bulk substrate concentration and the Michaelis constant \(K_M\) and catalytic rate constant \(k_c\) are defined in terms of the internal state rate constants for the elementary reaction steps as follows [16-18]:

\[
\frac{1}{k_U} = \frac{1}{k_c / K_M} = \frac{1}{k_1} + \frac{1}{k_2} + \frac{1}{K_1 K_2 k_3}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{k_c} = \frac{1}{k_2} + \frac{1}{K_2 k_3} + \frac{1}{k_3}
\]

where we note that \(K_j = k_j / k_{-j}\). Hence the kinetics are described in terms of a specific binding interaction between the oxidised form of the redox enzyme \(E_\text{ox}\) and the substrate \(S\) to form one or more distinct adduct complexes \(E_\text{ox} S\) and \(E_\text{red} P\) which subsequently decompose to generate the reduced form of the enzyme \(E_\text{red}\) and the product \(P\).

The significance of these equations have been discussed by Albery and Knowles [17]. Note that the quantity \(k_U = k_c / K_M\) which has the dimensions of a bimolecular rate constant, provides a measure of the rate of capture of the substrate species by the oxidized enzyme \(E_\text{ox}\) to form the adduct \(E_\text{ox} S\). The terms
Michaelis constant and catalytic rate constant are well established in the field of enzyme kinetics [18]. The Michaelis constant $K_M$ provides a measure of the binding affinity or adduct formation ability of the substrate species for the catalytic enzyme. Alternatively, it defines the maximum value of the substrate concentration for which the catalytic kinetics are first order with respect to substrate concentration. The catalytic rate constant $k_C$ is a first order rate constant, quantifying the rate of decomposition of the surface adduct species to form product. We note from eqn.2 that both $k_U$ and $k_C$ are composite quantities, and may be considered to be internal parameters. Both quantities, when expressed in reciprocal format, consist of three separated terms. Considering the $k_C$ component terms first, we note that $\frac{1}{k_2}$ relates to slow rate determining intramolecular electron transfer involving the transformation of the precursor adduct $E_{ox}S$ to the successor adduct $E_{red}P$. The $\frac{1}{K_2k_3}$ term corresponds to the case where the precursor/successor adduct transformation is at a pre-equilibrium followed by a slow rate determining decomposition of the successor adduct to form products. Finally the $\frac{1}{k_3}$ term relates to slow rate determining successor adduct decomposition. The smallest of these terms will be the major contributor to the net catalytic rate constant $k_C$. Similarly, if we examine the $k_U$ component terms we note that the $\frac{1}{k_1}$ term reflects rate determining adduct formation involving the bimolecular reaction between $S$ and $E_{ox}$. The second and third terms $\frac{1}{K_1k_2}$ or $\frac{1}{K_1K_2k_3}$ involve either single ($K_1$) or multiple ($K_1K_2$) pre-equilibria followed by slow intramolecular electron transfer between the adducts $E_{ox}S$ and $E_{red}P$ within the interface region ($k_2$) or slow successor adduct dissociation ($k_3$). A schematic free energy profile illustrating the free energy differences associated with each of the possible rate limiting steps associated with the internal parameters is presented in figure 2.

**Development of the mathematical model**

The distinguishing characteristic of the direct enzyme reaction model is that the reduced form of the enzyme is transformed at the detector electrode back to the catalytically active form. The kinetics of the latter transformation is described by the electrochemical rate constant $k'_{ET}$. The latter again is a composite quantity and contains contributions arising from the relay/reduced site reaction ($k_{RE}^{-1}$) and the relay/detector electrode interaction ($k'_{ET}$) with $\frac{1}{k'_{ET}} = \frac{1}{k_{RE}^{-1}} + \frac{1}{k'}$.

We assume that the enzyme concentration is much less than the substrate concentration and so we can neglect concentration polarization (i.e. diffusion) of substrate in the solution adjacent to the detector electrode. We set the total enzyme concentration as $e = a + b$, where $a$ and $b$ denote the concentrations of oxidized and reduced enzyme respectively. We do however need to examine the diffusion of the oxidized form of the enzyme in solution, its reaction with the substrate, and also the heterogeneous ET kinetics of the reduced form of the enzyme at the electrode surface to regenerate the oxidized form of the enzyme.
Figure 2. Free Energy profiles for the Michaelis-Menten adduct formation mechanism in which a substrate S binds to a catalytically active oxidized form of the enzyme $E_{ox}$ to form a precursor adduct species $E_{ox}S$. This binding process is followed by intramolecular electron transfer in which the successor adduct species $E_{red}P$ is formed, which subsequently decomposes to yield the product P and non catalytically active reduced form of the enzyme $E_{red}$.

We can envisage two experimental configurations [19]. The first we denote the ‘membrane free’ situation in which the enzyme diffuses freely in solution next to the electrode (figure 3(a)). The second is designated the membrane bound situation where the enzyme and substrate are located in a thin layer of solution behind a membrane (figure 3(b)). We will consider each scenario in turn.

The membrane free situation

The net reaction flux $f_\Sigma$ (in units of mol cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) is given by:

$$f_\Sigma = \frac{i}{nF} = k_{E\Sigma} b_0$$

We introduce the following non-dimensional distance and concentration variables:

$$\chi = \frac{x}{\delta}, \quad u = \frac{a}{e_\chi}$$

where $\delta$ denotes either the diffusion layer thickness (for the membrane free situation) or the thickness of the solution layer behind the membrane (for the membrane bound system).
Figure 3. Schematic representation of electro-enzyme transport and kinetics. (a) Free semi infinite enzyme diffusion and reaction. (b) Membrane bounded enzyme reaction and diffusion.

The transport and kinetics of the reduced enzyme under steady state conditions is described by the following reaction/diffusion equation:

$$D \frac{d^2 a}{dx^2} - k a = 0$$

where we set $k = k_E s$ and defines a pseudo first order rate constant, and $s$ denotes the substrate concentration. We also set $D$ as the diffusion coefficient of the enzyme and assume that the diffusion coefficient of reduced and oxidized forms of the rate constant are equal. Making use of the definitions provided in eqn.4 we can transform eqn.5 into non-dimensional form as follows:

$$\frac{d^2 u}{d\chi^2} - \gamma u = 0$$

where $\gamma = k \delta^2 / D$ is a parameter which compares the transit time for crossing the diffusion layer with the homogeneous rate constant describing the facility of the enzyme/substrate reaction kinetics. We note that $\sqrt{\gamma} = \delta / \sqrt{D} = \frac{\delta}{\mu}$ where the reaction layer thickness $\mu = \sqrt{D/k}$ provides a measure of how far the oxidized enzyme can travel before it reacts with substrate. The differential equation outlined in eqn.6 may be integrated by making use of two boundary conditions. The first concerns the situation at the detector electrode/solution interface at $x = 0$. Here we may write that:
\[-D\left(\frac{db}{dx}\right)_0 = D\left(\frac{da}{dx}\right)_0 = -k'_{ET} b_0\] (7)

or expressed in non-dimensional terms as at \(\chi = 0\):

\[\left(\frac{du}{d\chi}\right)_0 = -\frac{k'_{ET} \delta}{D}(1-u_0) = -\kappa(1-u_0)\] (8)

where we have written \(\kappa = k'_{ET}/k_D\) and the diffusive rate constant \(k_D\) is given by \(k_D = D/\delta\). The parameter \(\kappa\) compares the rate of reduced enzyme reaction at the electrode surface to that of reduced enzyme diffusion to the electrode surface. Furthermore we assume that the substrate \(S\) is present in excess in the bulk of solution and so all enzyme is present in its reduced form there and so \(a = 0\) at \(x = \delta\). This condition will be valid if oxygen is absent from the solution. Hence the boundary condition at the electrode surface is:

\[\chi = 1 \quad u = 0\] (9)

Now solving eqn.5 subject to eqn.8 and eqn.9 we obtain the following expression for the normalized concentration of oxidized enzyme adjacent to the electrode surface:

\[u(\chi) = \kappa \gamma^{1/2}(1-u_0)\left\{\tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \cosh \left[\sqrt{\gamma} \chi\right] - \sinh \left[\sqrt{\gamma} \chi\right]\right\}\] (10)

where

\[u_0 = \frac{\kappa \gamma^{1/2}}{\kappa \gamma^{1/2} + \coth \sqrt{\gamma}}\] (11)

From the latter expression we can derive the normalized flux:

\[\Psi = \frac{f_z}{k'_{ET} e_x} = 1-u_0\] (12)

and so

\[\Psi = \frac{\coth \sqrt{\gamma}}{\kappa \gamma^{1/2} + \coth \sqrt{\gamma}} = \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{1/2} \tanh \sqrt{\gamma}}\] (13)

The variation of normalized flux \(\Psi\) with \(\gamma\) at constant \(\kappa\) is presented in figure 4.
Figure 4. Variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with reaction/diffusion parameter $\gamma$ for various fixed values of the parameter $\kappa$. The curves were calculated using eqn.13 in the text.

We note that eqn.13 defines the expression for the normalized flux under conditions where semi-infinite diffusion conditions pertain. In contrast, the variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with $\kappa$ at constant $\gamma$ is presented in figure 5.

Figure 5. Variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with reaction/diffusion parameter $\kappa$ for various fixed values of the parameter $\gamma$. The curves were calculated using eqn.13 in the text.

It is interesting to note that the maximum normalized flux attained at low $\kappa$ values (corresponding to slow direct enzyme regeneration at the detector electrode surface) is only 0.5, and drops to values
lower than this as the rate of enzyme diffusion in the solution increases. This means that much of the reduced enzyme present in the diffusion layer after reaction with the substrate can diffuse away from the electrode into the solution bulk rather than diffuse to the electrode and be regenerated. As noted later if a membrane is present this does not happen and practically all of the reduced enzyme present in the diffusion layer will be regenerated at the electrode surface (figure 7).

We can consider two limiting cases of eqn.13 as follows. The first is when \( \sqrt{\gamma} << 1 \). Then \( \tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \approx \sqrt{\gamma} \) and the normalized flux reduces to:

\[
\Psi \approx \frac{1}{1 + \kappa} \quad (14)
\]

In contrast when \( \sqrt{\gamma} >> 1 \) then \( \tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \approx 1 \) and we obtain

\[
\Psi \approx \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{1/2}} \quad (15)
\]

Hence we note that the parameters \( \gamma \) and \( \kappa \) can be used as defining axes in the construction of a kinetic case diagram. We consider the following limiting situations. First when \( \gamma << 1 \), we get two cases depending on the value of the parameter \( \kappa = k'_e f / k_d = f'_e f_d \) which compares the flux of reduced enzyme oxidation at the electrode/solution interface to the diffusive flux of reduced enzyme to the electrode surface. When \( \gamma << 1 \Psi \approx 1/(1 + \kappa) \), and when \( \kappa << 1 \ 1 + \kappa \equiv 1 \) and \( \Psi \approx 1 \). This situation corresponds to slow rate determining heterogeneous enzyme oxidation kinetics at the electrode surface. We label this as case I, and the net flux is:

\[
f_x \approx k'_e e_x \quad (16)
\]

Hence under these circumstances the net flux is first order in enzyme concentration and zero order with respect to substrate concentration. The flux may also depend on applied electrode potential via the \( k'_e \) term.

In contrast when the parameter \( \kappa >> 1 \) then \( 1 + \kappa \equiv \kappa \) and the flux reduces to \( \Psi \equiv \kappa^{-1} \). We label this as case II and the net flux is given by:

\[
f_x \approx k_d e_x = \frac{D e_x}{\delta} \quad (17)
\]

Here the diffusion of the electroactive reduced form of the enzyme to the electrode surface is rate determining.

Second, when \( \gamma >> 1 \), the normalized flux is given by eqn.15. Again we have two limiting situations depending on the magnitude of the product \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \). Firstly, when \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} << 1 \) then \( \Psi \approx 1 \) and we regain case I corresponding to rate determining electrode kinetics of enzyme regeneration. In contrast, when \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} >> 1 \) the normalized flux reduces to \( \Psi \approx \kappa^{-1} \gamma^{1/2} \) which we label case III. Here the flux expression becomes:

\[
f_x \approx \left\{ \sqrt{kD} \right\} e_x \quad (18)
\]

Now we recall that \( k = k_e s = \frac{k_e s}{K_M + s} \) and so eqn.18 reduces to:

\[
f_x \approx \left\{ \frac{k_e D s}{K_M + s} \right\} e_x \quad (19)
\]
In this case we predict that the reaction flux is first order with respect to enzyme concentration. However the reaction order with respect to substrate concentration depends on the balance between the magnitude of \( s \) and the value of the Michaelis constant \( K_M \). When \( s \ll K_M \) we define case IIIA and eqn.19 reduces to:

\[
f_x \approx \left\{ \sqrt{k_u D s} \right\} e_x = \left\{ \sqrt{(k_c / K_m) D s} \right\} e_x
\]

and the reaction flux will be half order with respect to substrate concentration and first order with respect to enzyme concentration. In contrast at higher substrate concentrations when \( s \gg K_M \) then the reaction flux reduces to:

\[
f_x \approx \left\{ \sqrt{k_c D} \right\} e_x
\]

and the flux is independent of substrate concentration and first order in enzyme concentration.

Returning to eqn.20 we note that \( f_x^2 = \frac{k_c D s e_x^2}{K_m + s} \) and inverting we obtain:

\[
\left( \frac{e_x}{f_x} \right)^2 = \frac{K_m + s}{k_c D} = \frac{1}{k_c D} + \frac{1}{D (k_c / K_m)} \cdot \frac{1}{s} = \frac{1}{k_c D} + \frac{1}{k_u D} \cdot \frac{1}{s}
\]

and we predict that a plot of \( (e_x / f_x)^2 \) versus \( s^{-1} \) should be linear with a slope given by \( 1 / k_u D \) and an intercept given by \( 1 / k_c D \). The expression represents a modified form of a Lineweaver-Burk plot. An analysis based on the latter equation has been reported by Bartlett and co-workers [13]. In this work glucose oxidase was modified by the covalent attachment of ferrocene based mediators (ferrocene carboxylic acid, ferrocene acetic acid and ferrocene butanoic acid). The voltammetric response for each of these electroenzymes was obtained and a well defined voltammogram observed in each case. Bartlett and co-workers [13] estimated values for \( k_C \) and \( K_M \) for each of the modified enzymes from an analysis using eqn.22. Their results are presented in Table 1. The analysis using eqn.22 was replicated over a range of enzyme concentrations and the linearity predicted from the equation confirmed for all modified enzyme systems studied. The largest error was observed for low glucose concentrations, but the linearity exhibited by a typical plot (as that outlined in figure 2 of reference 13) was very good and therefore is supportive of the theory.

The membrane bounded situation

We now move to the situation where a membrane is used to enclose a thin layer of solution next to the detector electrode and re-examine the reaction-diffusion expression outlined in eqn.6 but now substitute a new boundary condition at the enzyme solution /boundary membrane interface at \( \chi = 1 \). Hence eqn.9 is replaced by a zero flux condition which reads:

\[
\chi = 1 \left( \frac{du}{d\chi} \right)_1 = 0
\]

Hence integration of eqn.6 subject to eqn.8 and eqn.23 we obtain the following expression for the normalized concentration of oxidized enzyme adjacent to the electrode surface:

\[
u(\chi) = \frac{\kappa \chi^{1/2}}{\kappa \chi^{1/2} + \tanh \sqrt{\gamma}} \left\{ \cosh \left[ \sqrt{\gamma \chi} \right] - \tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \sinh \left[ \sqrt{\gamma \chi} \right] \right\}
\]

(24)
Table 1. Experimental data (reference 13) obtained for electro-enzyme direct reaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme modifier</th>
<th>Glucose Oxidase</th>
<th>Ferrocene carboxylic acid</th>
<th>Ferrocene Acetic acid</th>
<th>Ferrocene Butanoic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{1/2}$ V(vs SCE)</td>
<td>- ca. 0.4</td>
<td>0.3-0.33</td>
<td>0.13-0.18</td>
<td>0.09-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># ferrocene per enzyme</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_C / s^{-1}$</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_M / mM$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_U = k_C / K_M$</td>
<td>$40 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$220 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$25 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Data obtained in author’s laboratory from analysis of cyclic voltammetry data of GOx adsorbed on carbon electrodes modified with a mesh of single walled carbon nanotubes in phosphate buffer pH 7.

The concentration of reduced enzyme is given by $v(\chi) = 1 - u(\chi)$. Specifically at $\chi = 0$, $u = u_0$ and we write:

$$u_0 = \frac{\kappa \gamma^{-1/2}}{\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \tanh \sqrt{\gamma}}$$

and we can immediately write the expression for the normalized reaction flux by noting that:

$$\Psi = 1 - u_0 = \frac{\tanh \sqrt{\gamma}}{\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \tanh \sqrt{\gamma}} = \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \coth \sqrt{\gamma}}$$

The variation of $\Psi$ with $\gamma$ and $\kappa$ computed from eqn.26 is outlined in figure 6 and figure 7. In figure 6 the variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with reaction/diffusion parameter $\gamma$ for various set values of the parameter $\kappa$ is illustrated.
Figure 6. Variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with reaction/diffusion parameter $\gamma$ for various fixed values of the parameter $\kappa$. The curves were calculated using eqn.26 in the text.

We note that the normalized flux increases in a regular manner with increasing $\gamma$ value for all values of $\kappa$ chosen, reaching a maximum value of $\Psi = 1$ when the value of $\gamma$ is large. As $\kappa$ decreases $\Psi$ increases to attain its limiting value close to unity at a lower value of $\gamma$. This trend is more explicitly illustrated in figure 7. Now $\Psi = \frac{f_x}{k_{ET}e_z}$ and so the current response will be close to its maximum value characteristic of direct reaction at the electrode surface when the parameter $\kappa$ is smallest. This occurs when the enzyme regeneration kinetics is much slower than that of reduced enzyme diffusion.

Again we can deconstruct eqn.26 by taking suitable limiting approximations. For instance when the reaction/diffusion parameter $\gamma$ is small then $\tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \cong \sqrt{\gamma}$ and eqn.26 reduces to:

$$\Psi \cong \frac{\sqrt{\gamma}}{\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \sqrt{\gamma}} = \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1}}$$  (27)

Alternatively when $\gamma$ is large then $\tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \cong 1$ and eqn.26 reduces to:

$$\Psi \cong \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1/2}}$$  (28)

which is the same as eqn.15 obtained for the membrane free case.
Figure 7. Variation of normalized flux $\Psi$ with reaction/diffusion parameter $\kappa$ for various fixed values of the parameter $\gamma$. The curves were calculated using eqn.26 in the text.

Again looking at eqn.27, when $\gamma << 1$ we get two limiting cases depending on whether $\kappa\gamma^{-1} << 1$ or $\kappa\gamma^{-1} >> 1$. First if $\kappa\gamma^{-1} << 1$ then $\kappa << \gamma$. We recall that the former parameter compares the flux of reduced enzyme oxidation at the electrode to the diffusive flux of reduced enzyme to the site of re-oxidation $(\kappa = k'_ET/k_D = f_{ET}/f_D)$ whereas the latter parameter compares the flux for the homogeneous enzyme/substrate kinetics to the transit time for enzyme diffusion across the solution layer $(\gamma = k/k_D = f_{ES}/f_D)$. Hence the product $\kappa\gamma^{-1} = (f_{ET}/f_D)(f_D/f_{ES}) = f_{ET}/f_{ES}$ compares the flux of reduced enzyme oxidation at the detector electrode surface to the flux arising from the bimolecular homogeneous enzyme/substrate reaction within the diffusion layer. Consequently when $\kappa << \gamma$ then $f_{ET} << f_{ES}$ and the regeneration of oxidized enzyme is slow and rate determining. Under such circumstances the normalized flux reduces to $\Psi \approx 1$ or:

$$f_z = k'_{ET} e_z$$  \hfill (16)$$

which again is case I met previously for the membrane free situation. The current flow depends only on the concentration of enzyme, may exhibit a potential dependence and will be independent of substrate concentration. Conversely when $\kappa\gamma^{-1} >> 1$ then $\kappa >> \gamma$ and $f_{ET} >> f_{ES}$. Here oxidized enzyme regeneration is fast and the Michaelis-Menten enzyme/substrate kinetics is slow and rate determining. Here the normalized flux reduces to $\Psi \approx \frac{1}{\kappa\gamma^{-1}} = \kappa^{-1} \gamma$ and the net reaction flux is given by

$$f_z = ke_z \delta = \frac{k'e_z s \delta}{K_M + s}$$  \hfill (29)$$
We label this situation as case IV. In this case the flux will depend on substrate concentration according to the Michaelis-Menten rate law but will also depend on the thickness of the solution layer trapped behind the membrane. When \( s \ll K_M \) we have \( f_s \cong \frac{k_c}{K_M} e_s \delta s = k_c e_s \delta s \) and we have case IVa corresponding to unsaturated enzyme kinetics. In contrast, when \( K_M \ll s \) then \( f_s \cong k_c e_s \delta \), we have case IVb and we have saturated enzyme kinetics. More generally, inversion of eqn.29 yields

\[
\frac{1}{f_s} = \left( \frac{k_c}{k_c / K_M} \right) e_s \delta \left( \frac{1}{s} + \frac{1}{k_c e_s \delta} \right)
\]

and a plot of \( f_s^{-1} \) versus \( s^{-1} \) is linear with a slope given by \( 1/k_c e_s \delta \) and intercept \( 1/k_c e_s \delta \).

The situation for large \( \gamma \) yields eqn.15 previously obtained for the semi-infinite situation. Again we have two limiting cases depending on the magnitude of the product \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \). Firstly, when \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \ll 1 \) then \( \Psi \cong 1 \) and we regain case I corresponding to rate determining electrode kinetics of enzyme regeneration. In contrast, when \( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \gg 1 \) the normalized flux reduces to \( \Psi \cong \kappa^{-1} \gamma^{1/2} \) which we have labeled case III.

We can geometrically represent the analysis in terms of a kinetic case diagram. This is presented in figure 8 and figure 9. The natural axes defining the case diagram are \( \log \kappa \) and \( \log \gamma \). The membrane free direct enzyme case is outlined in fig.8 whereas the membrane bound situation is presented in fig.9.

**Membrane free direct enzyme case.**

\[
\Psi = \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1/2}}
\]

\[
\Psi = \frac{\coth \gamma^{1/2}}{\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \coth \gamma^{1/2}}
\]

**Figure 8.** Kinetic case diagram (plot of \( \log \kappa \) versus \( \log \gamma \)) for membrane free direct reaction and diffusion of electro-enzyme. Note that \( \kappa \) compares the rate of enzyme regeneration at the electrode with that of enzyme diffusion through the solution, whereas \( \gamma \) compares the rate of enzyme diffusion to that of homogeneous reaction between enzyme and substrate. In both cases approximate limiting expressions for the normalized flux and the expressions delineating the boundaries between specific cases are presented.
Figure 9. Kinetic case diagram (plot of log $\kappa$ versus log $\gamma$) for membrane bound direct reaction and diffusion of electro-enzyme. Note that $\kappa$ compares the rate of enzyme regeneration at the electrode with that of enzyme diffusion through the solution, whereas $\gamma$ compares the rate of enzyme diffusion to that of homogeneous reaction between enzyme and substrate. In both cases approximate limiting expressions for the normalized flux and the expressions delineating the boundaries between specific cases are presented.

Three kinetic sub-cases (I, II and III) are relevant for the semi-infinite membrane free situation. The bounded membrane situation is well described by the sub-cases labeled I, III and IV. Common to both are cases I and III. Case II is found only in the semi-infinite membrane free case whereas case IV is specific to the membrane bound situation. In fig.8 the II/III case boundary lies at $\gamma = 1$, the I/II boundary is at $\kappa = 1$, and the I/III boundary is set at $\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} = 1$. In fig.9 we note that the I/III boundary is again defined by the line $\kappa \gamma^{-1/2} = 1$, whereas the I/IV boundary is defined by the line $\kappa \gamma^{-1} = 1$. The III/IV boundary is $\gamma = 1$.

We can directly compare the amperometric response obtained for the membrane free situation compared with that obtained for the membrane bound situation by taking the ratio of the normalized fluxes:

$$\frac{\Psi_{MF}}{\Psi_{MB}} = \frac{\coth \sqrt{\gamma} \left( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \right)}{\tanh \sqrt{\gamma} \left( \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} + \coth \sqrt{\gamma} \right)} = \frac{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \coth \sqrt{\gamma}}{1 + \kappa \gamma^{-1/2} \tanh \sqrt{\gamma}}$$

(31)

This ratio is illustrated schematically in figure 10 for various values of the parameters $\kappa$ and $\gamma$. 
Figure 10. The ratio of the amperometric response obtained for the membrane free configuration to that corresponding to the membrane bound situation as a function of the normalized parameter $\gamma$ which compares the rate of enzyme diffusion in the solution region next to the detector electrode with the rate describing the reaction between enzyme and substrate in the solution. The flux ratio is presented also for various values of the parameter $\kappa$ which compares the rate of the reduced enzyme reaction at the detector electrode surface to that of reduced enzyme diffusion to the electrode surface.

We note from figure 10 that for all values of $\kappa$ $\Psi_{MF}/\Psi_{MB} \to 1$ as $\gamma \to \infty$. Furthermore the ratio $\Psi_{MF}/\Psi_{MB}$ increases significantly as $\gamma$ decreases. The rate of increase in the latter ratio with decreasing $\gamma$ value is more marked for lower values of the parameter $\kappa$. In short the steady state amperometric response expected for a sensor which does not have a bounding membrane coating is significantly larger than that recorded for a sensor containing a membrane when the homogeneous enzyme/substrate reaction kinetics is slower compared to the rate of diffusive movement of enzyme across the diffusion layer and when the rate of oxidized enzyme regeneration at the electrode surface is much smaller than that of enzyme diffusion.

We summarize the kinetic results obtained for all four limiting kinetic cases in table 2 below. In all cases a distinct dependence of steady state reaction flux on experimentally measurable parameters such as enzyme concentration, substrate concentration and electrode potential is predicted.
Table 2. Summary of pertinent rate limiting expressions for direct electro-enzyme reaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinetic Case</th>
<th>Normalised substrate flux</th>
<th>Substrate Flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous enzyme oxidation</td>
<td>$\Psi \cong 1$</td>
<td>$f_\Sigma = k_i^e \xi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced enzyme diffusive</td>
<td>$\Psi \cong \frac{1}{\kappa}$</td>
<td>$f_\Sigma = k_2^e \xi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Michaelis-Menten</td>
<td>$\Psi \cong \frac{\sqrt{\gamma}}{\kappa}$</td>
<td>$f_\Sigma = \frac{k_s D_S}{K_M + s} \xi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Modified</td>
<td>$\Psi \cong \frac{\gamma}{\kappa}$</td>
<td>$f_\Sigma = \frac{k_i^e \xi s \delta}{K_M + s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaelis-Menten</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General comments regarding amperometric enzyme biosensor modelling

In the present communication we have presented a detailed theoretical analysis of the pertinent physical processes underlying the operation of amperometric enzyme electrodes in which the enzyme is suitably modified such that it exhibits direct electroactivity at the detector electrode surface. The mass transport and heterogeneous electron transfer kinetics of the redox enzyme were analyzed by solving the pertinent steady state reaction/diffusion equation. Two situations were examined. In the first, a semi infinite condition was adopted in which the solution next to the detector electrode is unbounded. In the second the enzyme is contained within a thin layer of solution next to the electrode surface by a bounding membrane. Analysis of both situations produced analytical expressions for the reaction flux. The latter could be further simplified into four distinct approximate expressions corresponding to various rate limiting situations. The limiting kinetic cases were subjected to geometric visualization using kinetic case diagrams. The analysis developed was particularly simple and it is constructive to compare it with previous work reported on the mathematical analysis of amperometric enzyme biosensor systems.

Much has been done in recent times in the area of mathematical modeling of amperometric enzyme electrodes. For example, there has been considerable interest in recent years in the immobilization of enzymes within electronically conducting and redox conducting polymer films. Electrochemical
polymerization provides a simple and attractive approach for the immobilization of enzymes at electrode surfaces. The process can be controlled by the choice of electrode potential and will therefore allow accurate control of the polymer film thickness and hence the amount of enzyme entrapped in close proximity to the electrode surface. Progress in this area has been outlined in the recent reviews of Bartlett and Cooper [20], and Chaubrey and co-workers [21,22]. The kinetics of immobilized enzymes dispersed in polymer films of appreciable thickness has been reported by Mell and Maloy [23] Bartlett and Whittaker [24,25], Gooding and co-workers [26] Marchesiello and Genies [27], Bartlett and Pratt [28], Karube and co-workers [29] and Matsumoto et al [30].

The kinetic analysis of a dispersed enzyme configuration within a porous polymer layer is complex. The reaction scheme envisaged is as follows:

\[
E_{\text{ox}} + S \xrightarrow{k_E} E_{\text{Red}} + P \\
B + E_{\text{Red}} \xrightarrow{k_M} A + E_{\text{ox}} \\
A \xrightarrow{k_A} B
\]

where A and B denote the reduced and oxidized forms of the mediator (e.g. ferrocene/ferricinium), \(E_{\text{ox}}, E_{\text{Red}}\) denote the oxidized and reduced forms of the redox enzyme and S,P are the substrate and product. Again \(k_E\) and \(k_M\) are rate constants defining the reaction kinetics between substrate/enzyme and mediator/enzyme respectively.

**Figure 11.** Schematic of a typical enzyme membrane electrode illustrating the various transport and kinetic processes which may serve as rate determining factors.

Typical processes to be modeled are outlined schematically in figure 11. The scheme is based on a redox enzyme such as glucose oxidase which follows a ‘ping-pong’ reaction mechanism. In the figure A/B represents the mediator redox couple, \(E_{\text{ox}}\) and \(E_{\text{red}}\), and S,P represent the substrate and product species respectively. We assume that the enzyme E is immobilized within the polymer matrix such that
its concentration is uniform throughout the thickness $L$ of the polymer layer. The substrate is free to 
diffuse through the film with a diffusion coefficient $D_S$. It should be noted that the value of the 
substrate diffusion coefficient for transport within the porous matrix may differ in magnitude from that 
exthibited by the substrate in solution. Partitioning of the substrate across the membrane/solution 
interface occurs and is quantified by a partition coefficient $\kappa_S$. Bartlett and Pratt [28] have noted that 
the redox mediator may be entrapped within the enzyme layer or it may be present in both the enzyme 
layer and in bulk solution. Indeed the redox mediator may be present either in its oxidized form (e.g. 
dioxygen) or in its reduced form (e.g. ferrocene) in solution. Both situations are found in practice. It is 
assumed that the mediator can only be regenerated at the electrode surface giving rise to a current 
which can be used to monitor the catalytic sequence of reactions. Bartlett and Pratt [28] have 
considered in detail the former situation in which the mediator is trapped within the film. Detailed 
analysis produces non linear reaction diffusion equations which may only be subject to an approximate 
analytical solution.

One can readily show that the following reaction/diffusion equations pertain to the situation 
presented in figure 11.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d^2 w}{d \chi^2} - \frac{\theta \eta^{-1}}{w} \gamma_M v \left\{ w/(1+\alpha w) \right\} &= 0 \\
\frac{d^2 v}{d \chi^2} - \frac{\gamma_M v \left\{ w/(1+\alpha w) \right\}}{w/(1+\alpha w) + \theta v} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

In the latter expressions the normalized substrate and mediator concentrations are given by 
$w = s/\kappa_S s^*$ and $v = b/c$ where $b$ denotes the concentration of oxidized mediator, $s$ is the substrate 
concentration and $\kappa_S$ is the partition coefficient of substrate. If the mediator is contained within the 
membrane then $c = c_x$, the total mediator concentration in the film. Alternatively, if the mediator is 
present in solution then $c = \kappa_M c^*$ where $c^*$ denotes the bulk concentration of mediator in solution and 
$\kappa_M$ is the partition coefficient of mediator. Also the normalized distance is $\chi = x/L$.

A number of characteristic parameters are introduced into the kinetic analysis. The first is the 
competition parameter $\theta = \frac{k_M c}{(c_c/K_M)\kappa_S s^*} = \frac{f_{\text{MBR}}}{f_{\text{SER}}}$. Here the parameter $\theta$ defines the balance between 
the mediator/enzyme kinetic flux and the substrate/enzyme kinetic flux. Since the substrate $S$ reacts 
with the oxidized enzyme $E_{ox}$ and the mediator with the reduced enzyme $E_{\text{Red}}$, the parameter $\theta$ will 
also define the balance between the oxidized and reduced forms of the enzyme in the film. Hence 
when $\theta \ll 1$ the kinetics will be limited by the reaction between the reduced enzyme and the oxidized 
mediator species $B$. Hence under such conditions the film will mainly consist of reduced enzyme 
species. In contrast when $\theta >> 1$ the kinetics are limited by the reaction between oxidized enzyme and 
substrate and the film mainly consists of oxidized enzyme. We can also introduce a reaction/diffusion 
parameter $\gamma_M = \frac{k_M e_c c_L}{(D_M c/L)} = \frac{f_{\text{MBR}}}{f_{\text{MD}}}$. This is a parameter which compares the flux of the 
mediator/enzyme reaction with that for mediator diffusion across the film. Finally the parameters 
$\eta = \frac{k_M D_s}{k_M D_M} = \frac{k_M D_s}{(c_c/K_M)D_M}$ and $\alpha = \kappa_S s^*/K_M$ define a mixed diffusion/reaction term and a saturation 
parameter respectively.
Furthermore the flux $\Psi_s$ due to turnover of mediator by the substrate is balanced by the difference between the fluxes due to mediator loss at the membrane/solution interface and that due to mediator generation at the electrode/membrane interface:

$$\Psi_s = \frac{Lf_s}{D_M c} = \frac{\eta}{\theta} \left( \frac{du}{d\chi} \right)_{\chi=1} - \left( \frac{dv}{d\chi} \right)_{\chi=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

In contrast the normalized flux at the electrode/membrane interface is:

$$\Psi_0 = \frac{Lf_{obs}}{D_M c} = -\left( \frac{dv}{d\chi} \right)_{\chi=0}$$ \hspace{1cm} (35)

Note that in general $\Psi_s \neq \Psi_0$ and indeed $\Psi_s = \Psi_0 + \left( \frac{dv}{d\chi} \right)_{\chi=1}$. In the latter expressions $D_M$ denotes the diffusion coefficient of the mediator in the film, $L$ is the membrane thickness, $f_s$, $f_{obs}$ denote the reaction flux arising from the mediator/substrate reaction and that related to the steady state current flow via the Faraday electrolysis law ($f_{obs} = i/nFA$) respectively. Note also that $c$ denotes the total mediator concentration. The non-linear reaction/diffusion equations expressed in eqn.79 are integrated subject to the following boundary conditions:

$$\chi = 0 \quad \frac{dw}{d\chi} = 0$$

$$\chi = 0 \quad w_0 + \nu_0 = 1$$

$$\chi = 1 \quad w = w_i = 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (36)

and

$$\chi = 1 \quad \frac{dv}{d\chi} = 0$$

$$\chi = 1 \quad \nu = \nu_i = 1$$

$$\chi = 1 \quad \nu = \nu_i = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (37)

Note that the boundary conditions outlined in eqn.37 are of three types depending on the type of biosensor system utilized. The first corresponds to the case where the redox mediator is contained within the film. The second corresponds to the situation where the oxidized mediator, such as molecular oxygen, is present in the bulk solution. The third corresponds to the situation where the reduced mediator such as ferrocene carboxylic acid is present in the solution bulk. In both of the latter two cases the mediator partitions into the film from the solution and we have mediator transport across the membrane/solution interface. Finally the mediator concentration at the detector interface at $\chi = 0$ is fixed by the value of the applied electrode potential. If for example the mediator regeneration reaction at the detector electrode is Nernstian then we can write that $\nu_0 = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\xi]}$ where the normalized potential is $\xi = \frac{nF}{RT}(E - E^0)$. Under limiting current conditions $\xi \to \infty$ and $\exp[-\xi] \to 0$ so $\nu_0 \to 1$.

Now the reaction diffusion equations presented in eqn.33 may be solved approximately for various limiting values of $\theta$ say (i.e. whether substrate limited or mediator limited kinetics). A situation may also be found in which one part of the film may exhibit mediator limited kinetics whereas another part
may exhibit substrate limitation. This is the so called titration situation. Furthermore the situation when
the substrate concentration is uniform across the film may be addressed. This is important when the
layer is thin. All of these situations may be subjected to detailed analysis along lines similar to that
outlined in previous sections. This has been done by Bartlett and Pratt [28] most particularly for the
situation where the mediator is confined to the thin film. Case diagrams may be constructed and
limiting analytical expressions for the steady state flux derived.

Further theoretical activity associated with amperometric enzyme biosensors may be briefly
mentioned here. The model depicted in figure 11 refers to the situation of heterogeneous mediation.
This should be distinguished from homogeneous mediation in which the substrate, enzyme and
mediator are all located within the diffusion layer adjacent to a support electrode surface. This
situation has been discussed by Albery and co-workers [31] and by Bartlett and Pratt [32]. Again non-
linear reaction diffusion equations may be proposed and approximately solved to yield kinetic
expressions and kinetic case diagrams. The problem is very complex and has been well described in
the review by Bartlett Tebbutt and Whitaker [11]. An interesting analysis of an amperometric enzyme
electrode in which an artificial electron acceptor competes with oxygen for the reduction of the
enzyme has been reported by Hall and Martens [33]. The topic of amperometric biosensor
amplification [34,35] has also been examined. The sensitivity of enzyme electrodes can be increased
substantially by incorporation of a substrate recycling scheme [36,37]. A possible strategy here
involves an electrochemical recycling of enzyme substrate during the transduction step. Hence the
shuttle analyte is measured not just once but is reconverted to be measured again leading to an
amplification in the transduction signal. Finally the modeling of an immobilized oxidase system
located in a matrix through which a distribution of conductive metallic nanoparticles of defined size
has been dispersed has been reported [38,39].

In this paper we have concentrated on a particularly simple example of mathematical modeling
applied to the biosensor/solution interface, that of direct enzyme reaction at surfaces. As we have seen
from our brief overview of mathematical modeling approaches to understanding amperometric enzyme
biosensors, the analysis presented in the present communication is the most simple that one may
perform for such systems. The inherent simplicity of the direct electroenzyme reaction is also a reason
why such systems are ideally to be preferred in a practical biosensor device. We conclude that the
mathematical modeling of amperometric enzyme biosensors offer many and indeed varied problems of
considerable challenge, and the results obtained can provide considerable insight into the mechanism
of biosensor operation.
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### Glossary of symbols used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Geometric surface area of electrode (units: cm$^2$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Concentration of reduced enzyme (units: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = \kappa s^\gamma / K_M$</td>
<td>Normalised parameter quantifying the degree of unsaturation of enzyme/substrate reaction kinetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Concentration of oxidized enzyme (units: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>Surface concentration of oxidized enzyme (units: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Total mediator concentration (unit: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_\Sigma$</td>
<td>Total mediator concentration in thin film (unit: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^\infty$</td>
<td>Total bulk mediator concentration in solution (unit: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Enzyme diffusion coefficient (units: cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_M$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of redox mediator (unit: cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_S$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of substrate (unit: cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Nernst diffusion layer thickness (units: cm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{ox}}, E_{\text{red}}$</td>
<td>Oxidised and reduced forms of the redox enzyme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E, E^0$</td>
<td>Electrode potential and standard electrode potential (units: V).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_\Sigma = a + b$</td>
<td>Total enzyme concentration (units: mol cm$^{-3}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Faraday Constant (96,500 C mol$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_\Sigma = \frac{i}{nFA}$</td>
<td>Net reaction flux (rate) for direct enzyme reaction (units: mol cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{obs}} = \frac{i}{nFA}$</td>
<td>Net reaction flux related to the steady state current flow for immobilized enzyme electrode (unit: mol cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_S$</td>
<td>Reaction flux arising from the mediator/substrate reaction (unit: mol cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma = \frac{k\delta^2}{D}$</td>
<td>Dimensionless parameter which compares the transit time for crossing the diffusion layer with the homogeneous rate constant describing the facility of the enzyme/substrate reaction kinetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_M = \frac{k_m e_\Sigma c L}{(D_M c / L)}$</td>
<td>Dimensionless parameter which compares the flux of the mediator/enzyme reaction with that for mediator diffusion across the immobilizing film.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu = \sqrt{\frac{D}{k}} = \frac{\delta}{\sqrt{\gamma}}$</td>
<td>Reaction layer thickness measuring the distance the oxidized enzyme can travel before it reacts with substrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Total film thickness (unit: cm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Number of electrons transferred in reaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[
\eta = \frac{k_D D_S}{k_U D_M} = \frac{k_U D_S}{(k_C/K_M) D_M}
\]

Mixed reaction/diffusion parameter.

S Substrate or reactant species.

\( s \) Substrate (reactant) concentration (units: mol cm\(^{-3} \)).

\( s^\infty \) Bulk substrate concentration (units: mol cm\(^{-3} \)).

\( K_M \) Michaelis constant (units: mol cm\(^{-3} \)).

\( k = k_E s \) Pseudo first order rate constant (units: s\(^{-1} \)) for Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics.

\( k_c \) Catalytic rate constant in Michaelis-Menten mechanism (units: s\(^{-1} \)).

\( k_D = \frac{D}{\delta} \) Diffusive rate constant for enzyme transport.

\( k_{ET}' \) Heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant for direct reaction of enzyme at electrode surface (unit: cm s\(^{-1} \)).

\( k_{RE} \) Rate constant for reaction between covalently tethered redox relay molecule and reduced enzyme active site (unit: cm s\(^{-1} \)).

\( k' \) Rate constant for heterogeneous reaction between redox relay and detector electrode (unit: cm s\(^{-1} \)).

\( k_E = \frac{k_c s^\infty}{K_M + s^\infty} \) Composite rate constant quantifying reaction between substrate and the catalytically active oxidized form of the redox enzyme.

\( k_U = \frac{k_c}{K_M} \) Unsaturated rate constant describing bimolecular kinetics between enzyme and substrate (units: cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1} \)).

\( K_i = \frac{k_{-i}}{k_i} \) Equilibrium constant of step \( i \) related to internal processes in Michaelis-Menten adduct formation mechanism illustrated in figure 2 of the text.

\( \kappa = \frac{k_{ET}'}{k_D} \) Dimensionless parameter comparing the rate of reduced enzyme reaction at the electrode surface with that of reduced enzyme diffusion to the electrode surface.

\( \kappa_S \) Partition coefficient of substrate.

\( \kappa_M \) Partition coefficient of mediator.

\( w = \frac{s}{\kappa_S s^\infty} \) Dimensionless substrate concentration.

P Product species.

\( \theta = \frac{k_M c}{(k_C/K_M) \kappa_S s^\infty} = \frac{f_{MER}}{f_{SER}} \) Dimensionless parameter which defines the balance between the mediator/enzyme kinetic flux and the substrate/enzyme kinetic flux.
$u = \frac{a}{e_x}$
Dimensionless concentration of reduced enzyme

$u_0 = \frac{a_0}{e_x}$
Dimensionless concentration of reduced enzyme at electrode surface.

$v = \frac{b}{c}$
Dimensionless concentration of oxidized mediator.

$v_0 = \frac{b_0}{c}$
Dimensionless concentration of oxidized mediator at electrode surface.

$x$
Distance variable (unit: cm).

$\chi = \frac{x}{\delta}$
Non dimensional distance variable.

$\xi = \frac{nF}{RT}(E - E^0)$
Normalised electrode potential.

$\Psi = \frac{f_x}{k_{ET} e_x}$
Normalised reaction flux for enzyme electrode.

$\Psi_s = \frac{L f_s}{D_m c}$
Normalised flux arising from turnover of mediator by the substrate.

$\Psi_o = \frac{L f_{obs}}{D_m c}$
Normalised flux at electrode/solution interface.
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